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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

QuoteWerks increases integration with Microsoft Dynamics CRM in Build 51 

The new build leverages additional features and functionality in MS CRM, previously unavailable 
for users, to support the sales process and increase efficiency.   

ORLANDO, FL (PRWEB) December 3, 2009 — Aspire Technologies, Inc., a leading provider of sales 
quoting software solutions for the global small and mid-markets, announced today an enhanced 
integration between QuoteWerks and Microsoft Dynamics CRM.  This enhanced integration supplies 
functionality in direct response to user and partner requests.   
 
The QuoteWerks to Microsoft Dynamics CRM integration is a powerful link connecting the two 
applications.  It enables organizations to manage their sales operations more efficiently and accurately by 
automating the quote and proposal generation process. The new integration includes not only the 
previous features (such as scheduling follow up calls and creating opportunities), but also: 
 

• Supports multi-tenancy (organizations) environments using Active Directory or Internet Facing 
Deployment (IFD) authentication methods  

• Enables users to create quotes in MS CRM that are associated with the MS CRM opportunity and 
populate these quotes with line item detail from the QuoteWerks quote 

• Links to existing MS CRM opportunities rather than having to use a new MS CRM opportunity 
created by QuoteWerks  

• Opens the MS CRM Opportunity in MS CRM using a button on the Create/update MS CRM Sales 
Opportunity window 

• Opens a MS CRM contact in MS CRM using a new button on the Soldto/Shipto tab that will open 
the contact window for the SoldTo, ShipTo, or BillTo linked contact  

• Allows users to schedule a MS CRM follow up call in MS CRM using the button on the 
Create/update Follow up call window  

• Logs sent emails from within QuoteWerks (using built in SMTP email or by automating Outlook) in 
the MS CRM history 

 
Furthermore, users can search the entire MS CRM database for an email address by account, name, or 
phone number.  The email address window has been enhanced by adding functionality for users by 
enabling them to retrieve email addresses from the MS CRM contact or account records linked to the 
SoldTo, ShipTo, and BillTo contact fields.  If the quote is linked to an MS CRM contact, all three email 
addresses associated with that contact will be listed in the selection window.  Additionally, if the document 
is linked to a MS CRM account, users also have the option to choose from all email addresses associated 
with the account including all the email addresses of the contacts related to that account.   
 
“QuoteWerks continues to evolve by strengthening integrations with popular contact managers such as 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM. This enables companies of all sizes and industries to not only utilize the robust 
quoting capabilities that QuoteWerks offers, but also integrate QuoteWerks with their already deployed 
software.  The demand for speed and efficiency remains an important factor during the sales process and 
this enhanced integration is just one way QuoteWerks continues to offer organizations a competitive 
edge,” says Vice President of Operations Brian Laufer.   
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Figure 1: Lookup MS CRM Contact 
or Account window 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Writing line item detail 
into MS CRM quote from the 
QuoteWerks quote 

 
The enhanced MS CRM integration is available in Build 51 or higher of QuoteWerks version 4.0.  Users 
must be on the Corporate Edition in order to use the integration.   Visit 
http://www.quotewerks.com/updates/UpdateAgent.asp to download build 51.   
 
About Aspire Technologies and QuoteWerks® 
Aspire Technologies, the creators of the award winning QuoteWerks® sales quoting and proposal software, is the 
leading provider of sales quoting software with its award winning QuoteWerks® application deployed to thousands of 
businesses and enterprises worldwide. QuoteWerks® integrates with leading CRM and accounting packages, along 
with IT distributors D&H®, Ingram Micro®, SYNNEX®, and Tech Data®, enabling businesses in all industries to 
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integrate QuoteWerks® seamlessly into their existing environments.  Aspire Technologies is headquartered in 
Orlando, Florida and is a Microsoft Certified Partner.  For more information please visit www.quotewerks.com. 
 
QuoteWerks is a registered trademark of Aspire Technologies, Inc.  Other trademarks referenced are the property of 
their respective owners.   
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